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# 1 National Universities
Opened in 1746, Princeton University is the 4th oldest higher educational institution of the United
States and one of the 9 colonial colleges based before the American revolution. It learns about
8,500 students.
Princeton University Campus is located in the center of Princeton, New Jersey. Within 1-2 hours of
driving - large megalopolises - Philadelphia and New York. On the campus there are 10 libraries, a
museum of arts, theater, a large fitness center with a swimming pool and tennis court.
Princeton University One of the most prestigious US universities is a member of the Ivy League and
differs from extremely high quality learning. With the name of the university, 68 Nobel laureates are
connected, 15 medals of the Fields Prize and 14 winners of the Award of the Tyurgea - as
graduates, former and current professors and researchers. The university regularly occupies high
positions in national and world rankings on political science, history, engineering, chemistry,
mathematics, economics, sociology and anthropology.
Among the graduates of Princeton University President James Madison and Woodrow Wilson, the
former First Lady USA Michel Obama, founder and head of Amazon Jeff Bezos, Executive Director
of Google Eric Schmidt, Actor David Gukhovanny, as well as a well-known American scientist, one
of the creators of quantum electrodynamics and atomic developers Bomb Richard Phillips Feynman.
Why is it worth entering Princeton University?
Active student life - about 10 events are held on the campus daily, which cover a wide range of
academic and extracurricular interests: educational filmmakers, speeches of student music teams,
hacker competitions Hackprinceton, bodybuilders competitions and much more;
Excellent career perspectives at the end of the University - Princeton ranks 14th in the world ranking
on graduates' employment.

What can I study?
history
Political Science and International Relations
Natural Sciences (Biology, Physics, Chemistry)
Sociology and anthropology
maths
engineering

